
Podcasts 

Non-fiction 

 Outside/In – a podcast about the natural world and how we use it  

 HumaNature – explores where humans and our habitat meet. Reflections on our place.  

 Lore: Lore explores the darker side of history, exploring the creatures, people and places of our wildest 

nightmares. Because sometimes truth is more frightening than fiction. More on LORE from me: 

https://infinitetext.blog/2017/11/15/lore-by-aaron-mahnke-review/  

 The Author Stories Podcast—interviewer has hour long conversation with currently famous authors. Asks 

them about their ideas, writing process, inspiration etc.  

 The H.P Lovecraft Literary Podcasts – two guys go through all of H.P Lovecraft’s short stories, bio, and 

discuss his works.  

 99% Invisible – a weekly exploration of the process and power of design and architecture.  

 Beautiful Anonymous – every week one person (anonymous) shares a story about themselves. New voices, 

new stories. Nice, heartbreaking and anything in between.  

 Books in the Freezer – booktubers talk about Horror books  

 Writing Excuses—authors discuss writing tips. Hosted by Branden Sanderson 

Mainstream Fiction 

 1001 Classic Stories and Tales for All Ages—20 min-40 min long audios of famous stories. Classics.  

 Book Cougars Podcast – discussions of mainstream Lit right now. Literary Fiction mainly.  

Sci-fi and Fantasy 

 Welcome to Night Vale – strange town in the U.S. with mysterious things happening. Cross between the 

Twilight Zone, OUAT, and Twin Peaks.  

 The same creators of Night Vale created two other really good podcasts called: Alice isn’t Dead, and 

Within the Wires. Maybe look both up and see if they interest you. They are mysterious.  

 Between the Stars – 15-20 min long, recently started. Secret Government agency found something they are 

secretly keeping hidden. A little like Netflix’s Stranger Things.  

 Sword and Laser –fans of sci-fi and fantasy talk about sci-fi books and movies. Feels like hanging out with 

your own book club.  

 Uncanny (Magazine extract) – features reading of newly released short stories in sci-fi and fantasy 

 Clarkesworld (Magazine extract) – features reading of newly released short stories in sci-fi and fantasy 

 Escape Pod – similar to the two above. Features short stories that are recently published.  

Crime/Thriller 

 Serial – mysterious murder of Asian girl in small U.S. community happening pre-internet, suspect is her 

Muslim ex-boyfriend who got arrested. The journalist reopens the case because there is a lot of doubt and 

mystery around it with not enough evidence. Season one is REALLY well done. Season two…meh 

 Criminal – a podcast about crime. Not so much the ‘if it bleeds, it leads’ rather stories of people who’ve 

done wrong, been wronged, and/or got caught somewhere in the middle.  

 Limetown: mysterious village disappears over night and it’s spooky. I just started it.  

 The Black tapes: just got recommended to me today, I heard it was really good.  

“Spiritual” 

 Living Zen Podcast – Zen talks by Kosen Eahu Martin, Osho, Abbot of the Zenwest Buddhist Society in 

BC, Canada  

https://infinitetext.blog/2017/11/15/lore-by-aaron-mahnke-review/

